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I’m writing this in the aftermath of what has been one of the worst
fires our City has suffered. Our poor university. The students! My
heart. Poor mountain. Our poor wildlife (Hermes The Caracal. I just
can’t stop worrying about his fate and that of the other mountain
animals large and small.) Our poor battered psyches. This is yet
another sucker punch to our already beleaguered reserves of
resilience, grit and courage. While I was scrolling though all the
terrible images of the devastation left behind by the flames and
human malfeasance (and by this I don’t mean the vagrants who
allegedly caused the fire,) I found this wonderful quote from Fred
Rogers, on Villager Kate Gerber Furnie’s Facebook page: “When I was
a boy and I would see scary things in the news, my mother would
say to me, “Look for the helpers. You will always see people who are
helping.” “ Of course, I immediately posted the quote to the group
and, of course, another Villager, Rebecca Lane, immediately added: “
And if you can’t find one, become one.”
It is our terrible privilege to experience some of the greatest positive
acts of grace, generosity and giving, only because we live in a place
which is as tough as it is beautiful. Our spirits, in these terrible times
are always raised by the heroic acts of community love, care and help.
In harsh times,South Africans always show their deep commitment
to community spirit and care… our best selves are always heartening
to behold and experience. So. To the magnificent Givers, The quiet
but selfless Angels, our beloved Firefighters, Medics, every volunteer
answering every call (the mums and kids flooding the fire stations with
supplies, the families feeding and helping the evacuated students,)
and of course, to you, our Villagers, because of whom no call ever goes
unanswered… as our libraries and forests are raised, we will rise again.
We have what it takes and that’s a wonderful, beautiful thing.
* Update: Hooray! Hermes has been found safe.

Vanessa

STOP THIS
INSTANT!
If you are reading
this digizine,
we hope this
means you’ve
downloaded the
first ever South
African Instant
Pot recipe book,
brought to you
by The Village
and FOMO.
It contains a
plethora of
Instant Pot and
Vortex Air Fryer
recipes – from
the best ever
chicken soup to
an unbeatable
breyani and even
churros that are
healthy (OK, sort
of – well, they’re
not deep fried).
HERE is the link –
happy cooking In
an Instant!
Also, don’t
forget there is
a giveaway to
WIN an Instant
Pot Vortex
Airfryer ends
on April 30th.
Click here to enter

SOONER OR
OR LATER
LATER WE
WE ALL
ALL QUOTE
QUOTE
SOONER
OUR MOTHERS. THE END.
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Fires
How to
Help
These snapscan
codes make it
so easy to help
those who have
helped our city
so much in the
fire crisis

Treasure Quest
So many of you had great suggestions for a 21’st
present for Ashleigh’s daughter – we especially
loved the handmade ideas!

SAY A LITTLE
PRAYER

Gift of the Givers

BOOKS TO LIVE BY

SPCA

CHARM SCHOOL
MELTING MOMENTS

VWS (Voluntary
Wildfire Services)

SEW SPECIAL

TWO BECAME ONE

Th
monis
th

...

BOUND BY A BOOK
 33 100
comments
 Members:
39 300
 FOMO now
has 12 000
subscribers!
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AFRIKAANS

APP
HELP

It seems there
is a serious gap
for students at
the moment in
learning Afrikaans.
This free app,
developed by
Capetonian
Debbie Dendry
(currently Android
only) is a brilliant
way to get back to
basics – originally
created for grades
4 to 7, it is an
excellent resource
for teens too! It
will take your kids
back to those
crucial foundation
skills (yes,
including Trappe
van Vergelyking!)
- why not add 15
minutes of Afrik
Quiz to their day?

VERY
Laat
Lammetjie
When a 46-year-old Villager got a bit
of an “Oh, baby!” surprise, there was a
lot of , mountains of
– and some
cheeky comments thrown in too
(we see you, Chantel!)!

Download it here

MEANWHILE, WE’LL
WE’LL HAVE
HAVE TO
TO RELY
RELY ON
ON GIN!
GIN!
MEANWHILE,
They give us an epidural to block
the pain of childbirth, I feel like
we should all get a second, much
stronger shot when our kids become teenagers...
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DAYS OF OUR LIVES…
Karoline Hanks
sparked mass Villager
back-to-school
reminiscences with
her ode to the smell
of freshly ‘roneod’
school worksheets…
Lara Miller
When this bought me a burger, crisps
and a coke at tuckshop.

Village
vote of
confidence
These products got the
thumbs up when you
asked for solves for
everyday problems

Meal replacement shakes
for the elderly: Ensure
Hair loss: Biotin 5000 +
Anara Hair Loss Serum
Sleep helper: Anara Cape
Aloe Gel

Janine Dunlop
These school suitcases!
Russell Narunsky
Nuff said lol

Dry hands: Lanolab

Sandi Martin Bradley
Pea shooting a sport for
everyone

SAFE IN
STELLIES
Got a child studying
at Stellies? Get them
to save this number
on their phone:

10 Things
Your Teen
Needs to Hear
1
3
5
6
7
8
10

082 808 2333.

2 “I believe you can”
“How can I help?”
4 “I’m sorry”
“You’re amazing”
“Am I right in understanding this is what you’re saying?”
“I love having you around”
“You show me such amazing things”
9 “I trust you”
“You have a purpose”
“Remember I will always love you”
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If they don’t feel safe
walking alone in the
evening, they can send
a WhatsApp to Campus
Security who will send an
officer to walk with them.
What a great initiative!

YOU
HOARD
WHAT?!

Cool

TV Series
for Tweens

Okay… we’re not going to
lie, some of these responses
to the “I own a ridiculous
amount of…” post had us

We all know it’s a
tricky age – these
shows get the Villager
Seal of Approval!
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Modern Family

5

Timeless

6

Lost in Space

7

Kim’s Convenience

1

Heartland

8

Travels with my Father

2

Once Upon a Time

9

Anne with an E

3

Brooklyn 99

10

Chesapeake Shores

JUST A
FRIENDLY
REMINDER…
IT TURNS
TURNS OUT
OUT THAT
THAT WHEN
WHEN
IT
YOU’RE ASKED
ASKED WHO
WHO
YOU’RE
YOUR FAVOURITE
FAVOURITE CHILD
CHILD
YOUR
IS, YOU’RE
YOU’RE EXPECTED
EXPECTED TO
TO
IS,
PICK FROM
FROM YOUR
YOUR OWN.
OWN.
PICK

FUTURE LEARNING

The South African College of Applied Psychology (SACAP)
believes the future of tertiary learning involves integrating
critical 21st century skills with related subjects that can be applied to multiple work environments. We’re
already seeing that people empowerd with higher EQ and Applied Psychology skills are creating new and
exciting realities and business opportunities for themselves – and SACAP qualifications may help you or your
child too. Visit www.sacap.edu.za to view the degree offerings, many of which come with flexible terms.
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FOCUS ON IRISH EDUCATION

OPTIONS FOR
YOUR YOUNG
ADULT

Why Ireland?! Your Top 4
reasons please!
1. The quality of Education,
competitive pricing and critical
skills development
2. Company Placement and post
study work visas
3. Friendly and welcoming
experience on campus’s
respecting Diversity.
4. Bonus answer: Start your
career in the only EU country
that grew its economy in 2020
Top reason South Africans
specifically should consider Ireland
• Quality of Education,
competitive pricing and critical
skills development
• Friendly and welcoming
experience on campus’s
respecting Diversity
• Comparatively cheaper cost to
UK / Canada, with benefits of
EU unlimited travel.
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Is it true that Ireland is, when
compared to other European
options, very expensive?
In every Overseas Education
destination including Ireland, there
are higher or lower cost options.
The majority of Irish Universities
are run by the Irish Government,
so they stand over the quality.
State Universities are not for
profit, so they price accordingly.
Ireland has 1200 International
Manufacturing and Service
operations, so the placement and
post study work opportunities are
excellent, which means a great
return on your investment! We
remain the only English speaking
Education destination in Europe,
and are open to the world.
How easy is for a young adult with
a South African education to get
acceptance into elite / the most
prestigious Irish institutions?
The Irish Universities consideration
in evaluation is student centric.
The students Academic
performance to date, their level of
English (non-native speaker) are

key. Ireland uses the same NARIC
evaluation as UK Universities to
determine the comparative grades.
Are there scholarships /
bursaries available for foreign
kids? Anyones particularly
relevant to SA matriculants?
There are a number of small
Scholarship programs – The Kadar
Asmal Scholarships in South
Africa (PG) and the Fellowship
Scholarships. Irish Universities
may offer discounts for early
payment (by May before Sept
course start) or small scholarships
for high academic achievers.
Want to learn more?
Keep and eye on The Village for
more information and register
for the Irish Virtual Education
Fair, taking place on the 8th of
May 2021 from 10am to 2pm,
(South African Time,) here: http://
eduireland.live/tvg and keep an
eye out on The Village for the
next three weeks, for information,
questions answered, interviews
with alumni, parents and experts.

We hope to inform
and excite you about this
truly world-class international
education option!
For more info: Register for the
fair here: http://eduireland.live/tvg
https://www.facebook.com/
EduIreland.SouthAfrica –
Education in Ireland FB page
https://instagram.com/eduireland_
southafrica?igshid=c8xr1ax3cpyv
– Education in Ireland
Insta page
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Must-read tips for
life after divorce

When a Villager asked for advice on how to rediscover her
zest for life after losing the person she thought would be
her life companion, the Village support team stepped in
with some very wise words
“When will the bitterness

and betrayal and hurt end?
I don’t want him back, but I
miss having my friend and
companion. I miss having
plans and dreams. When
will I be able to accept that
I am meant to be alone, and
accept that just me is all
that there will ever be?”

1

“Let go of the dreams
that involve him – just
reimagine them, don’t
eradicate them – they are
just going to look a little
different to how they are in
your head at the moment,
but they aren’t gone
forever.” – Caryn Sternslow
Leclercq

2

“First, stop following
him on social media.”
– Phillippa Barnard

3

“Therapy really helped
me, and I wish that
I’d started it sooner after
my divorce. It would have
helped me to avoid some
bad decisions.” – Sharmala
Naidoo

4

“Start a gratitude
journal today, write
down 3 things you
are grateful for today.
And do it again tomorrow.”
– Shelly Edkins

5

“You must realise
that you are not just
someone’s ex-wife… what
happened doesn’t in any
way define who you are.”
– Marion Parker

6

“You have to learn to be you again, an individual, living
your own life. One day, one step at a time, you’ll discover
yourself and become someone without anxiety, regret and
fear. And when this happens you will gain confidence and start
feeling ready to make new friends, and perhaps date. When I
realized this and worked at finding out who I really was, my life
changed into something wonderful which I could never have
imagined possible.” – Rinette Lollie Verster
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Gone to the D gs

We asked you to share your gratuitous pix of your favourite furry canine children who
rarely moan about what’s for dinner and who are always ALWAYS up for cuddles and
BOY did you respond! Behold, a pawsome hall of fame from The Village
Britton, the soon-tobe service dog being
raised by Avril Ramsey

Scarlett, dearly beloved
and departed hound
– Yvonne Hains

Peanut,Twiggy and
Hercules, Vicky NewtonKing’s sidekicks

Nikki Ray’s
laatlammetjie Dexter

Kirsty Aitken’s
beautiful beast
Bruno

To see more of
the 200 The Village
canine crew –
click here for the
original post

Adele Langl
ey’s
shoe thief

Dianne Newcombe’s
favourite son

Karen East’s happy
camper Tok

Gray’s
Nikki de Villiers
-bait
ex
an
gi,
Mr Mija
und a
dog who has fo
much better life

Mel Aufrichtig’s
lockdown love Halo

PS. We’ll do cats next month!
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Shelters
to support
They always need our
help – and they can
always help with a new
furry child to join your
family (click below)
Afripaw Aid for Animals
in Distress
Animal Welfare Society
Darg
Grace Animal Sanctuary
Golden Retriever Rescue
South Africa
Helderberg Animal
Rescue PitPals
PlumPets
Sidewalk Specials
SPCA
Tears

Healthy happy hounds
Did you know that dogs who are fed a raw diet
can live healthier happier lives?
Vets agree that a quality raw diet
that mimics the diet canines are
meant to eat in the wild (raw
meat with some plant
matter and healthy fats)
can help solve a number
of issues for dogs:
• Alleviates common
skin conditions due
to preservatives
in kibbles
• Alleviates arthritis
symptoms in
older dogs
• Stabilises weight
• Strengthens immune
system
• Reduced tartar buildup
and bad breath
Dogmatters food uses only
quality ingredients from
trusted supplies with
zero additives. For more
information and to
order click here

DOG STAR

Meet Barkly…
the little Villager
who has his own
Facebook page and
uses his fame to
raise awareness
and funds for other
animals in need at
the SPCA.
Follow him here
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KNOCK KNOCK!
It pays to knock if you don’t want a shock
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From anonymous...
“ Village help! This morning my 14 year old
walked in on Hubby and I “on the job!” And
we were not just normally “on the job,”...
in honour of the long weekend it was a
long weekend special. (LWS) We had no
pjs on, the curtains were open. I was ...
vocalising. ( As they say in the subtitles.) This
is embarrassing enough for us, let alone my
teen whom I have a challenging relationship
anyway. He is not very respectful of me at the
best of times. The thought that he witnessed
my yodelling and flying flab, not to mention
a possible glimpse of my Fiery Fiona is too
terrible to contemplate.
He has now gone off to surf and I think I am
going to stay in the bedroom with the door
locked for the rest of my life. Hubby says
to brave it out and that the kids should be
grateful that their parents are still limber
enough and like each other enough to get
it on, but I’m just mortified. The thought
“ Once seen never unseen” is echoing
around my head. And you know that kind of
embarrassment that sticks with you for life?
The one that wakes you up in the middle of
the night decades into the future, with your
heart racing? I have that embarrassment. I’m
trying to be funny about it, but I do have a
proper question too. How do I brave it out?
Ignore it? Or face it and discuss it with him
when he gets home? Can I pretend it never
happened? This is so embarrassing! Help!”

Jessica Spencer
As someone who has a
whole treasure chest of
mortifying moments to wake
up to in the middle of the
night (like really, a LOT),
my expert advice for this
scenario is that you have to
own it! This is actually not
as bad as you think, hold
your head up, be proud of
your own self – you’re a hot
mamma who got some good
lovin’ from your baby daddy.
No harm done here at all!! It’s
actually beautiful and I’m a
little jealous.

Illene Spaan Grace
This happened to us too. My
boy (10 at the time) stood
there akwardly and then
said: “uhm do you guys want
some tea”. Obviously we said
yes. He then turned to leave,
turned back to us and said:
“by the way, I saw that”. I
wanted to die. But then I got
up and went to talk to him
about knocking and “stuff”
and (I was mostly a single
mom with him) and he said:
“it’s ok mom, as long as you
know you’ll always be mine”.
He is 20 now. And on his
own mission and I treasure
that moment so much. Even
though it was so incredibly
cringeworthy! Normalise it!
When he gets back, joke
about it. He won’t want to
talk about it at 14 but you’ll
feel better for having cleared
the air! Good luck. I like the
“are you scarred for life”
one. Also that you are having
LWS. Good for you!

Carolyn Callow
Vow to live the life
of a nun, wear a hair
shirt and never eat
chocolate or drink wine
again. If that doesn’t
solve the situation, tell
him to knock on the
door in future.
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THE
VILLAGE
BOOK CLUB
We don’t have one,
but judging by all
the bookworms we
should! Here are
50 of the 100 books
the BBC thinks we
should read.

PS. Bonus points
to anyone who waded
through War
and Peace.
thanks
Julie for
the list!
Julie Venter
Older kids • 9 April at 09:57
The BBC believes most people will have
read only 6 of the 100 books here. I got
9 I think... and watched some of them as
movies though... Want to play?
1 Pride and Prejudice- Jane Austen
2 The Lord of the Rings - JRR Tolkien
3 Jane Eyre - Charlotte Bronte
4 Harry Potter series - JK Rowling
5 To Kill a Mockingbird - Harper Lee
6 The Bible 7 Wuthering Heights - Emily Bronte
8 Nineteen Eighty Four - George Orwell
9 His Dark Materials - Philip Pullman
10 Great Expectations - Charles Dickens
11 Little Women - Louisa May Alcott
12 Tess of the D’Urbervilles - Thomas Hardy
13 Catch 22 - Joseph Heller
14 Complete Works of Shakespeare
15 Rebecca - Daphne Du Maurier
16 The Hobbit - JRR Tolkien
17 Birdsong - Sebastian Faulkes
18 Catcher in the Rye - JD Salinger
19 The Time Traveler’s Wife-Audrey
Niffenegger
20 Middlemarch - George Eliot
21 Gone With The Wind - Margaret Mitchell
22 The Great Gatsby - F Scott Fitzgerald
23 Bleak House - Charles Dickens
24 War and Peace - Leo Tolstoy
25 The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy Douglas Adams
27 Crime and Punishment - Fyodor
Dostoyevsky
28 Grapes of Wrath - John Steinbeck
29 Alice in Wonderland - Lewis Carroll
30 The Wind in the Willows - Kenneth
Grahame
31 Anna Karenina - Leo Tolstoy
32 David Copperfield - Charles Dickens
33 Chronicles of Narnia - CS Lewis
34 Emma - Jane Austen
35 Persuasion - Jane Austen
36 The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe
- CS Lewis
37 The Kite Runner - Khaled Hosseini
38 Captain Corelli’s Mandolin - Louis De
Bernieres
39 Memoirs of a Geisha - Arthur Golden
40 Winnie the Pooh - AA Milne
41 Animal Farm - George Orwell
42 The Da Vinci Code - Dan Brown
43 One Hundred Years of Solitude - Gabriel
Garcia Marquez
44 A Prayer for Owen Meany - John Irving
45 The Woman in White - Wilkie Collins
46 Anne of Green Gables - LM Montgomery
47 Far From The Madding Crowd - Thomas
Hardy
48 The Handmaid’s Tale - Margaret Atwood
49 Lord of the Flies - William Golding
50 Atonement - Ian McEwan

/SACollegeofAppliedPsychology
@SACAP
sacap_sa

GOOD NEWS!
We’re so happy for
our Villager Bongi
who received some
great news

Looking for support
for a child with
autism or aspergers?
Autism Western Cape
offers essential family
support and resources for
autistic children
This article from The
Guardian gives 10 Ways to
help the parent of a child
with autism
Aspergers/Autism
Spectrum Kids in South
Africa is a supportive
Facebook group for
parents of children on
the spectrum

Did you enjoy this issue of FOMO? Would you like to contribute to
our running costs and The Village fund that donates to as many worthy
causes as we can? Please consider a donation via our Snapscan.

DATING
TEENS…

If yours are dating, you’ll know
that some of our teens have
quite erm, boujee tastes, here are
some ideas they say they hate
but might consider rather than
heading out for sushi on you.
• Walking the dogs (win-win for all)
• Volunteering at a community kitchen
• Washing your car (another win win –
call us if you get this one right)
• Cook a meal together or bake a cake
• Street art instagram mission
• Hire SUPs at the beach
• Movie in the garden

3-step skin
solution
Treat acne-prone skin
naturally with this targeted
range from Thursday
Plantation
Breakouts and blemishes
are a part of many teens’
realities – this powerful yet
gentle and all-natural range
of tea tree based skincare
products treats, protects
and prevents skin that’s
prone to acne.
• Includes foaming face
wash wash, toner and
face cream
• Natural tea tree oil acts
as a powerful
antibacterial and
anti-inflammatory
agent
Try the concentrated
tea tree oil gel to
help calm unexpected
spots and breakouts

For stockists and
more info, visit
thursdayplantation.
co.za
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